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FLAVOURED WATER

IN AN INSTANT
44

STAY HYDRATED
DURING THE DAY
AT HOME, AT THE
OFFICE, OR ON
THE GO WITH
RETAP INFUSE.

Retap Infuse is a collection of instant

The Retap Infuse Collection consists of

The convenient single-serve stick pack

beverage mixes for making flavoured

four delicious flavour infusions:

makes it easy for you to get flavoured

water. Retap Infuse is made from real fruit

water in an instant. The stick pack easily fits

extracts containing only natural flavours

LEMON LIME

into a bag together with a reusable Retap

and colours. Sweetened with fruit sugar

CRANBERRY ORANGE

Bottle. Just add to 250 ml of cold tap water

combined with grape sugar, a sustainable

ELDERFLOWER GINGER LIME

in a Retap Bottle, shake the bottle and

side product from the grape production.

RASPBERRY MINT

enjoy the tasty flavour infused water. An

Low in sugar and calories and high in tasty,

easy and sustainable way to hydrate.

delicious flavour.
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Access to clean drinking water
is a basic human right
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Clean drinking water
- a basic human right
Did you know that the earth’s
surface

is

covered

with

discovered how to make fire. Water

Throughout the centuries, new

improving the aesthetic qualities

have been developed. Even though

71%

treatment originally focused on

drinkable since most of the water

of drinking water. Methods to

water? Only a small part of this is
on the planet is salt water. Of the
3% that is fresh water, only 1% is

available for us as drinking water.
Due to this, water is a highly

limited resource in many places
around the world.

In the western world, safe and

clean drinking water is often taken

for granted. Everyday we wake up
and no matter what we do, water
is usually there for us, from taking

a shower to brewing our morning

coffee. But it hasn’t always been this
way. Only a couple of generations
ago we struggled with diseases and

poverty, two circumstances closely

connected to limited access to clean

improve the taste and odor of

drinking water are recorded from
as early as 4000 B.C!

technologies for purifying water

filtration was a fairly effective
treatment method, it wasn’t until

chlorine and ozone were introduced
into

that

water

as

waterborne

disinfectants

diseases

significantly reduced.

were

For thousands of years we as hu-

mans have developed and improved
the quality and accessibility of

drinking water, but we are not done
yet. Still millions of people around

the world are without, or have very

limited access to clean drinking

water. Try to think of this from

time to time when pouring yourself

a glass of water from the tap, and
remember how lucky you are.

drinking water.

Access to clean drinking water is a

Throughout history, human beings

to make this a reality around the

have taken extensive measures to
produce clean drinking water, and

basic human right; let us all help
world.

such efforts date back to before we
7

“San Francisco has banned the sale and use of plastic bottles
because they significantly pollute the environment.”

Bottled water. Did you know ...?
Did you know that water

“With bottled water the shelf

drink the water, and then

you buy in supermarkets

life is about two years.”

bottle undergoes a long

from plastic bottles that

might be filled years in
advance?

from the same sources as tap water

comes from? So, why pay 200 times
more for the same water that you
find in your faucet?

San Francisco has banned the sale

and use of plastic bottles because
they
8

significantly

process of transport and

– Jeni Colbourne

And the water often comes

pollute

the

throw the bottle out. The

disposal. It only takes a
short time to drink the

water in the bottle, but

environment. A plastic bottle is a

the processes before and after the

of resources in production and

our environment. Long story short,

with water and shipped out in

environmentally.

long time coming and costs a lot

water is being consumed damages

transportation, before being filled

it costs us both economically and

supermarkets.
People

buy

Do like California: say no to plastic!
it

(unfortunately),

Retap North America

An Origin (and a Love) Story
By Jennifer Fay, President, Retap North America

The need came unexpectedly and very
personally. A routine physical checkup revealed that I had kidney stones. A

significant piece of the recovery plan
involved drinking water, lots of water,

frequently, every day. “Carry it with

you at all times,” said the doctor!

At about the same time, I attended a
talk by two friends entitled, “Tips to be

more green in your everyday life.” They
showed photos of the trash, consisting
mostly of plastic water bottles, in

The Quest

Germany—an annual trip in search of

re-usable bottle that was both practical

my clients. My husband, Bill Mitchell,

As a product designer, I was looking for a
and beautiful. I searched store after

store. The wide mouth stainless steel
bottles allowed water to dribble out the

sides—very embarrassing in a meeting,
and stainless steel changes the taste of
the water. Bottles with small openings

or complicated closures were equally
difficult to use and clean.
In

the

February

Ambiente

of

2013

Show

in

I

attended

Frankfurt,

the middle of the Pacific Ocean. They

water from place to place—even from

foreign countries—all those fossil fuels.
I needed to transform the way I drink

“Then I turned
a corner and saw
The Retap bottle.

water all over the world and to reduce

That’s it.

created by plastic bottles—but would it

There it is,

the mountains and islands of trash
be possible to find the perfect reusable
water bottle?

I

work

together

designing,

manufacturing and selling housewares.
For many years these products were

made in China, largely from stainless
steel,

and

becoming
to

creating

plastic—but

increasingly
products

sustainable materials.

we

were

made

from

committed

The Ambiente Show has 4800 exhibitors
from 95 nations. 134,000 people from

152 countries attend, there are eleven

It is a marathon of walking—up and

water. I wanted to help lessen the
environmental impact of transporting

and

buildings, each with multiple floors.

also talked about the effect on the

environment from shipping bottled

design trends and new colorways for

down aisles, riding escalators, looking,
looking, looking. It’s exhilarating and

exhausting all at the same time. By

day three I had pretty much given up
hope of finding a perfect water bottle.I

saw a few but they were either plastic,

stainless steel, or made of heavy glass
covered in plastic.

I thought.”
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Then I turned a corner and saw The Retap

people, but as you can imagine, going

I approached the booth and listened

to being responsible for containers full

bottle. That’s it. There it is, I thought.

from wanting one perfect water bottle

while a man holding a beautifully

of them was a big leap.

was started in Denmark by three young

Our office, at the time, was in California,

reading about the “islands” in the

from

bottles. They felt something had to be

the Port of Los Angeles. This wasn’t

especially for drinking tap water.

sustainable business. Through a chance

shaped bottle explained that Retap

the first shipment of bottles travelled

oceans consisting primarily of plastic

through the Panama Canal and into

done, so they decided to design a bottle

in alignment with our mission of

down

past

Florida,

Realizing The Dream

It has been two years since we made
the choice to move our business and

our lives to Cleveland. I am happy

stores in many cities, online at The

and eliminates overflow to the sides;

Grommet, Amazon, and through our

the slope of the neck regulates flow,

website.

delivering just the right amount of

Our custom printed Retap bottles have

water at all times. Comfortable to

been chosen as promotional gifts by

hold and sealed against spilling, the

Nike, FourSquare, CBS Sports, the MTV

bottles are made of light weight,

Movie Awards, Restoration Hardware,

which

Aloft Hotels and BMW, just to name a

makes them convenient to carry even

few.

when filled. They are dishwasher safe,
manufactured in the EU, and available

At Retap our mission is to transform
conversation with a friend in Cleveland,

Then he purposely dropped the bottle

Ohio we found out about the new service

him where I could buy one. “Denmark,”

Port of Cleveland from Europe for the

on the floor. And it didn’t break! I asked

bringing containerized goods into the

he said. “I’m from the US, do you sell

first time in decades.

we’d like to.”

In 2014 we moved to Cleveland. When

Retap North America Is Born

moving to Cleveland, all of them asked,

started with one significant customer

in Cleveland ask the same question.

them there?” “No,” he replied, “but

the Port of Cleveland.

Anthropologie, fine gourmet and gift

size of the opening targets the mouth

in three sizes.

Lawrence seaway into Lake Erie and to

now available at The Container Store,

a superior drinking experience: the

glass,

across the Atlantic Ocean, down the St.

warehouse is bustling. Retap bottles are

Retap bottle was designed to deliver

borosilicate

understand, but that’s the truth.

to say business is thriving and the

He showed how each component of the

durable

trade route I’m not sure they would

Now Retap bottles travel from Europe,

entrepreneurs who were influenced by

Europe,

beauty and the reopening of a historic

I told my friends in California we were

The job was mine! Retap North America

“Why Cleveland?” Interestingly, people

and a few dedicated and experienced

If I told them it’s because of a Danish

the way we drink water. Being a part of
the Retap family has transformed my
life. Thanks to my Retap bottle, which I

carry with me everyday, I drink enough

water to stay healthy. And, as part of

the global Retap team I get to encourage
others to rethink water by switching to

a reusable water bottle—a simple act
of personal environmentalism that will
have a positive impact on their health,
our planet, and future generations.
Rethink water • Keep refilling.
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Luxurious

Make drinking water

Access to clean drinking water

lifestyle, drinking water deserves

countries

need to reinvent the pleasure

is often taken for granted in
available.

where
A

it’s

shame,

readily

because

fresh water from the tap is a great
luxury in many respects. In times

of awareness for a sustainable
environment

and

a

healthy

a newly excited interest. We
of drinking water by taking it

from an unnoticed activity to a
modern-day luxury! But where to
start and how to do this?
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Breaks during work
1) Breaks for meal
Author Christopher Wanjek found that people
who skip lunch at work are more stressed and
less productive.
2) Rest breaks
People lose concentration after about 50
minutes, so a rest break is good to clear the mind.
3) Religious breaks
Employees might need a break to practice their
religion (e.g. for praying or Bible study).

14

4) Health Breaks
When an employee has health problems, he can
get special breaks to tend his needs.
5) Restroom breaks
Employers have to provide adequate bathroom
facilities and cannot impose unreasonable
restritions on bathroom use.
6) Smoking breaks
There is no such thing as a right for a smoking
break. In light of the health issues, there’s more
and more aversion against smoking breaks.
Source: Environment, Health and Safety Online (EHSO)

Step 1
Take a break to drink water
Is it okay to take a water break during
the day? Smokers have simply

Let a water break be your

drinking. One way your drinking

during the day where

boost is by investing in a proper

10

minute

‘time-out’

you take your time to

water bottle.

go outside - and enjoy

Luckily there is a range of reusable

water. It cleanses the

market. The unique thing about the

energy to focus when you

designed

afterwards. The boss will

have

ok that you take a ten

health and sustainability.

with the good argument

The design is made so that the

clear your mind - maybe
a bottle of fresh cold

water bottles available on the

mind and instills new

Retap Bottle is that it’s specifically

return to the office chair

instead of just containing it. We

most likely think it’s

elements of good design, good

minute break when it is
of remaining well-hydrated, happy
and productive.

Step 2

claimed a right on taking breaks at

Use a proper water bottle

for smokers to have a ten minute

You will drink more water when you

work. It is unhealthy, but accepted

break during a hectic working day.
They just need it. But what about

those who do not smoke? It’s not
easy to leave your workplace just
to relax for ten minutes. It lacks a

purpose compared to smoking a

cigarette or the lunch break that
doesn’t start before 12 o’clock.

Could a water break get the same
status as a legitimate break, just as
smoking has gained?

experience can get a tremendous

own a good water bottle. Remember
that it’s not just a container you
drink from; drinking water should

be comfortable and nice. If you

drink from a worn out PET bottle,
you are unlikely to associate much
pleasure with drinking water.

for

drinking

combined

mouth-piece

the

fits

water,

important

your

mouth

nicely. The bottle shape is designed
so that it contributes to the best
possible water flow.

The Retap Bottle can be cleaned in

the dishwasher. This will assure
good hygiene, which is rarely the

case with plastic bottles and bottles
with screw caps. In these cases,
bacteria can easily sit at the edges.

Retap Bottles have no corners or
edges where bacteria can grow.

Step 3

However, it can be a great pleasure

Make your water taste delicious

creating a nice setting around

The quality of the water you drink

to take a sip of water. It’s just about

15

The best way to enjoy drinking water.

HEALTH

ECO
SCANDINAVIAN

DESIGN
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Please contact us for more information:
Retap Main Office Denmark |

Tel.: +45 77 34 07 65 | Mail: info@retap.com

Retap Germany | Tel.: +49 30 280 99 313 |

Mail: info@retap.de

Retap North America | Tel.: +1 415 640 0911 | Mail: office.usa@retap.com
Retap Sweden |

Tel.: +46 70 692 64 06 |

Mail: info@retap.se

value

We recommend that you choose

water is warm, tastes strange or is

does not contaminate the water

is

important

when

you

your drinking experience. If the

a material such as hard glass that

contaminated in any way, then it is

and doesn’t wear off.

it. It is therefore important that the

Your drinking water can be made

not a pleasant experience to drink
source of water is of a high quality.

extra delicious with a twist of fruit

Conclusion
Enjoy drinking water
In three easy steps you can become
aware of the pleasure of drinking
water and start to enjoy it! Think

about how you drink water the next
time you feel thirst come

If you have fresh cold
drinking

water

creeping.

from

and

make sure you have a

properly hydrated.

drinking water.

Value and enjoy highquality water, and take

Water from a PET bottle

the time to enjoy it.

is not a good solution.

Possibly give your water a

The unpolluted quality

little twist of some fresh

of clean drinking water
quickly.
bottles

are

fruit or some fresh herbs,

relatively

Many

not

if you want to make your

plastic

drinking experience extra

built

exclusive.

to store water for long

periods of time without

leakage of chemicals from the
plastic into the water. In general,
plastic will show signs of wear after

a while. Note again that bacteria
can easily group in these small
edges.

the

enough and therefore be

it

comes to your source of

change

during

stay

you may forget to drink

for the tap. Don’t make

can

to

day; like many people,

like a good water filter
when

reminder

hydrated

solution,

compromises

yourself

a delicious opportunity

the tap, enjoy it! If not,
sustainable

Get

or herbs. A sure winner is adding
two slices of lime and a sprig of

mint into the water. It freshens up

the taste and is also a healthy touch
to your water. For more healthy

It’s

simply

about

appreciating

water and appreciating the break

from everyday life that drinking
water can be.

and tasty possibilities, see the

Retap Twist recipes in this ‘Water &
Lifestyle’ issue.
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Water Infusion
a tasty way to stay healthy
Hydration is critical for your body

drink enough water, as this tasty

healthy. Thus, your recommended

sugary beverages will benefit your

and brain to function and stay
daily

water

intake

should

be

fulfilled. Water infusion is a help
to all those who are struggling to

and healthy alternative to highhealth and help you reach the
recommended daily water intake.

19
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Health

interest

is

and

of

never-ending

The

water

•

risk of kidney stones,

enjoy

for women and 2.6 liter for men.

•

colon cancer,

•

decreased mood,

many

recommendations
popularity.

diets

and

great

A topic that is often forgotten, is

the health benefits of drinking
(enough) water. The body consists

for 50-80% of water depending on

gender, height and weight, so it
should not come as

a surprise that your
function properly.

1,2

transportation,

•
•
•

approximately

contributes

20%

of

the

recommended daily water intake.

1

The rest has to come directly from
drinking water or other beverages.5
Dehydration

•
•
•

urinary tract cancers,

mitral valve prolapse,

headaches and

diminished physical, cognitive

and mental performance.6

Sugary beverages

function properly.’

dissolving
nutrients,

elimination of

waste products and
thermoregulation.

3

Again, the daily water intake varies

from one person to another and the
climate and culture you live in have

an influence on how much water
you need to drink throughout the
day.

food

your body needs water to

absorption,

4,5

to

average,

not come as a surprise that

the body for:

•

On

•

height and weight, so it should

Water is required in

•

intake is approximately 2.1 liter

of water depending on gender,

Daily water intake

digestion,

daily

‘The body consists for 50-80%

body needs water to

•

recommended

enough water throughout the day,
which can lead to dehydration.
little

as

decrease

2%

body

dehydration
and

leads

to

dehydration is that
tap

water

tastes

boring, so other highsugary beverages are

the replacement. This

leads to an increased
calorie intake, which
again

leads

unhealthy

to

an

lifestyle

If you think water

many people are struggling to drink

can

that

and bad health.

There are two problems. First;

As

The second problem

brain

functionality significantly. Some of

the scientific documented negative

is boring and you replace it with
sugary beverages to quench your
thirst, you will probably already

have noticed your energy level
swing throughout the day and
maybe you have gained some extra

kilos over the years - depending on
your genetics and level of activity.

effects of dehydration are:

21

Water Intake
%BJMZSFDPNNFOEFEBNPVOUIFBMUICFOFŒUT

prevents headaches
lowers the risk of diseases
increases cognitive performance
healthier skin
decreases acute calorie intake

2,6
liter

maximizes physical performance
increases the energy expenditure
better digestion

food
20%

80%
liquids

22

2,1
liter

Anyway, I do not think I have to

Where to start? To make water

Benefits of hydration

comes with drinking too much

a proper water bottle. Of course,

Finally, what are the benefits of

It’s the only water bottle that is

•

point out the negative effects that
soda or other high calorie drinks.

Therefore, make sure to implement
those habits in your life that make
you drink more water.

The solution: fruit-infused water
So, what to do, when we want to

create a healthy habit to drink more
water and find a way to make tap
water taste better?

Drink fruit-

infusion, it is important to have

we recommend the Retap Bottle.

especially designed to give the best
experience when drinking from the
bottle. It’s not just a container for

water. And from a practical point

of view, it’s easy to put fruit in the
bottle and with the lid on top, you

can shake it around and save your
water infusion in the fridge.

staying hydrated exactly? Well, it:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

prevents headaches,

lowers the risk of diseases,
increases cognitive and

physical performance,

decreases acute calorie intake,
increases the energy

expenditure,

improves digestion,

gives a healthier skin

and maybe most importantly –

infused water! This way you will

So just take whatever fruit you like

water and satisfy your taste buds

for inspiration), put it in the bottle

I think these are enough reasons

your fridge overnight. You will have

So give water infusion a try and

create a healthy habit to drink more
with the combinations of fruit you
like.

A proper water bottle

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

(see Retap Twist recipes in this issue
and enjoy immediately or place it in
deliciously flavored cold water to
help you to stay hydrated.
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Retap Twist: water infusion in a Retap Bottle
Water infusion is becoming quite a

There’s a few advantages in using a

To get most out of water infusion

pictures of water with pieces of

•

Looks even better

Twist. Over the course of a few

•

Hygienic to close off with a lid

hit. Instagram has many beautiful

fruit, vegetables, herbs and what
else. People often use jars, but we
believe that can be done better!
Fruit infusion in a Retap Bottle.
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Retap Bottle:
•
•
•

Easy to store in the fridge

Convenient to drink from

Use the lid to shake your water
infusion

in a Retap Bottle, we created Retap
months, we have sliced, mixed
and twisted away to create the best

Retap Twist recipes based on our
experience. Twist and enjoy!

2. Big pieces
Cut your fruit and
vegetables in pieces

1. Slice it

big enough so they will
stay in the bottle when
drinking.

Most fruit and vegetables

3. Leave the peel
Often the peel will have a lot

should be sliced pretty thin.

of flavour, so use all parts

This way, the water will be

of your twist material. Note

optimally infused with the

that it often gives extra

flavours and vitamins.

bitterness.

Six practical tips
Here’s a few simple tips to keep
in mind when twisting.

4. Keep it organic

6. Experiment!

Use organic materials

Feel free to experiment.

to avoid pesticides
in your Retap Twist
and to support the
environment.

5. Make a few
Make a few twists at once

Use what you like, or
already have at home. It’s
fun and often leads to good
results.

while you’re at it. It’s

good to have a few bottles
in the fridge or you can

share them with others.

25
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Citrus Twist with a Hint of Mint
Introduction
Citrus fruit is very suitable for

making Retap Twists. It’s easy

Ingredients

Variations

2 slices of lime

Virgin Mojito Twist

1 slice of lemon

to cut, gives a lot of flavour and

2 slices of orange

there’s many tasty varieties. If

1 slice of grapefruit

you’re looking for something sour,

1 sprig of fresh mint

for something sweet, use orange.

x

use lime or lemon. If you’re looking

grapefruit (but be careful).

because it also instantly gives a lot

of flavour. There’s many different

kinds, so use what you can find or

grow your own and you will never
be without.

Method
1.

2.

3.

TIP

uy mint, a
When you b
looks good
little plant
en, but a
in the kitch
mint sprigs
package of
usable
gives more
leaves.

1 sprig of fresh mint

x

Want to add some bitterness, use

Mint goes well with citrus fruit,

2 to 4 slices of lime

4.
5.

Take a sprig of mint and put it
completely in a Retap Bottle
05.

Slice the fruit and put the

slices in mixed order in the
bottle.

Fill the bottle with still or

Orange Only Twist
2 to 4 slices of orange

sparkling water.

Put a lid on top and shake
gently.

Enjoy immediately or save in

the fridge (max. 2 days).
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Orange
Only
Twist
29
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Berry Maple Syrup Twist
Introduction

Ingredients

Variations

Berries are used a lot in water

4 raspberries

Berry Thyme Twist

favourite, because it has such

a dash of maple syrup

infuses in your water. We also

x

infusions.

Raspberry

a

taste

distinct

and

is

it

our

6 blueberries

easily

x

used blueberries, because they’re

available in most supermarkets and

though.

1.

Slice the raspberries over the

The Berry Maple Syrup Twist is

2.

Cut the blueberries in half.

about as sweet as it gets. Don’t use
too much syrup, since it’s mostly

3.

syrup,

4.

any syrup will work as a sweetener.

5.

sugar.

We

took

maple

because of it’s special flavour, but

6.

TIP

t
Retap Twis
Refill your
and syrup
with water
ay, so you
the whole d
t of your
get most ou
berries.

6 blueberries

a sprig of fresh thyme

Method

they look good in your Retap Twists.
They need a longer time to infuse

4 raspberries

7.

long end.

Put all the berries in a Retap

Bottle.

Pour a little bit of syrup in the
bottle.

Fill up with still or sparkling

water.

Put a lid on top and shake

gently.

Berry Vanilla Twist
4 raspberries
6 blueberries

a quarter of vanilla bean

Enjoy immediately or save in

the fridge (max. 2 days).

TIP

Eat the be

rries
at the end
of
the day!
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Berry
Vanilla
Twist
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Cucumber Basil Twist
Introduction
Both

cucumber

and

basil

are

excellent Retap Twist materials.

Ingredients

Variations

4 slices of cucumber

Ginger Basil Twist

1 sprig of fresh basil

Cucumber gives a lot of immediate

x

x

flavour and is therefore good as a
basis for many twists. Basil adds

an extra element of surprise in the

for many other twists.

1.

Take a sprig of basil and put it

To get the most out of your basil,

2.

Fill up with still or sparkling

fridge. Cucumber gives immediate

3.

more than a day, so is preferably

4.

leave your twist overnight in the
flavour and shouldn’t be saved for
added later.

1 sprig of fresh basil

Method

aftertaste and is therefore a good

supplement for cucumber, but also

4 ginger sticks

5.
6.

in a Retap Bottle.
water.

Leave your bottle in the fridge

overnight with a lid on top.

The next day, add the slices of
cucumber.

Put the lid back on top and

shake gently.

Enjoy immediately or save in

Lemon Basil Twist
2 slices of lemon

1 sprig of fresh basil

the fridge (max. 1 day).

TIP

make
If you like to
(more)
your twist
arkling
sour, use sp
water.

35

Ginger
Basil
Twist
36
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Apple Cinnamon Twist
Introduction
Apples come in many different

Ingredients

Variations

2 slices of apple

Apple Cucumber Twist

kinds ranging from very sweet to

5 cm of cinnamon stick

we like the sweeter kinds better,

x

very sour. For use in a Retap Twist,

x

because a sour taste can be achieved
better with lime or lemon. Sour

Cinnamon is known for it’s many

health benefits and - perhaps for

1.

that reason - a popular spice in

2.

with

3.

the winter. It can be combined
many

different

flavours,

both sweet and savory. We chose

a classic combination of apple and
cinnamon.

4 slices of cucumber

Method

apples are also commonly heated
first to bring out the sweetness.

2 slices of apple

Slice your apple from the top
down and cut in pieces that

just fit in your Retap Bottle.
Put the apple slices in your

bottle.

Add the cinnamon stick.

4.

Put the lid on top and shake

5.

Enjoy immediately or save in

gently.

the fridge (max. 2 days).

Apple Ginger Twist
2 slices of apple
4 ginger sticks

TIP

r months,
In the winte
Apple
make your
Twist with
Cinnamon
er and
boiling wat
m.
drink it war
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A Moment to Disconnect
If one thing characterizes our

never out of reach. We can’t permit

existence. A moment to relax for

connected.

update or a funny video that goes

sharing, for people who can’t leave

everyday life, then it is being
We

are

constantly

connected to the internet, our

friends, our e-mail and we’re
constantly updated with the latest
news and messages. This means
that we’re never bored and always
busy.

It’s both a blessing

and a curse, because
when

can

we

completely unplug

and relax? It’s not
very often that we
take
to

a

moment

disconnect.

Especially

ourselves to miss out on a status

viral. On top of that, we feel the

pressure from our Facebook friends
and Twitter followers. When we
receive a message, we want to
answer fast.

people who can’t stop liking and
their work behind and for people
who lose themselves in the stream

online. There should be a moment
to disconnect and come back to the

here and now. One way of doing
this is by taking a moment to enjoy

It’s good for your body, because you’ll

drink more water. It’s good for your mind,
because you’ll clear your thoughts.

when

you live in the city, where it’s

overflowing with people, traffic,
Wifi and possibilities.

Up-to-date
On the internet, we need to profile

ourselves constantly. We are on
several social media that need to

be up-to-date and keep demanding
our attention. We live in our own

custom made cloud, with our phone

It’s a pressure we put on ourselves.
It creates stress, which is an

increasing problem since the birth

drinking water. We call this a Retap
Moment.

of the internet. To fight stress,

When you have a Retap Bottle, you

and yoga. A moment to disconnect

taking a Retap Moment every once

there’s new trends like mindfulness
and detach.

Retap Moment
At Retap, we feel like there should

will automatically be reminded of

in a while. It’s good for your body,
because you’ll drink more water.

It’s good for your mind, because
you’ll clear your thoughts.

be an alternative in our busy
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Retap Product Catalogue

Retap is a Danish design company whose mission is to improve the way we drink water.
We value good design, good health and a sustainable lifestyle. With these values in mind, we
designed the Retap Bottle especially for drinking water.
43

Retap Bottles
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Retap Bottle 03
Material: Borosilicate glass

Standard packaging: 40 pieces

Content: 0,3 l.
Height: 155 mm.
Diameter (max): 68 mm.
Weight (with lid): 183 gr.

MOQ1: 40 pieces (with Retap print)
MOQ2: 120 pieces (with custom print)
Printable area: 192 mm x 20 mm

Retap Bottle 05
Material: Borosilicate glass
Content: 0,5 l.
Height: 190 mm.
Diameter (max): 80 mm.
Weight (with lid): 202 gr.

Standard packaging: 28 pieces
MOQ1: 56 pieces (with Retap print)
MOQ2: 112 pieces (with custom print)
Printable area: 225 mm x 30 mm

Retap Bottle 08
Material: Borosilicate glass
Content: 0,8 l.
Height: 230 mm.
Diameter (max): 88 mm.
Weight (with lid): 202 gr.

Standard packaging: 18 pieces
MOQ1: 36 pieces (with Retap print)
MOQ2: 108 pieces (with custom print)
Printable area: 259 mm x 30 mm
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Retap Lids
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Retap Lids
Material: Thermoplastic elastomer (TPE)
Height: 32 mm.
Diameter (max): 42 mm.
Weight: 17 gr.
Standard colours: Light Blue (PMS 313)

Dark Blue (PMS Blue 072)

Baby Blue (PMS 291)

Black (PMS Process Black)

Mint Blue (PMS 13-4810)

Grey (PMS 432)
Frosted White

Purple (PMS 2593)
Raspberry Red (PMS 200)

Strong Green (PMS 355)

Red (PMS Red 032)
Pink (PMS 232 + neon)
Yellow (PMS Process Yellow)

Forest Green (PMS 376)
Lemon Lime (PMS 809 + neon)
Orange (PMS 144)

Light Blue

Baby Blue

Mint Blue

Purple

Raspberry

Red

Pink

Yellow

Dark Blue

Black

Grey

Frosted White

Strong Green

Forest Green

Lemon Lime

Orange
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Retap Accessories
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Retap Sleeve
Material: 80% cotton, 17% polyamide
and 3% elastane

No minimum order quantity

Size (packed):
Sleeve 03 Sleeve 05
W:
64 mm.
66 mm.
H:
68 mm.
79 mm.
D:
8 mm.
8 mm.

Weight:
Sleeve 03
9,2 gr.

Light Blue

Pink

Sleeve 08
74 mm.
104 mm.
8 mm.

Black

Grey

Sleeve 05
12 gr.

Sleeve 08
17,2 gr.

Forest Green

Retap Wooden Lid
Material: Walnut wood
Size: 33 mm. (height)
40 mm. (diameter max.)
Weight: 30 gr.

No minimum order quantity
Fits all Retap Bottles
Not leak-proof

Retap Dishwasher Rack
Material: Coated steel
Height: 150 mm.
Diameter: 450 mm.
Weight (incl. box): 1362 gr.

No minimum order quantity
Fits all Retap Bottles
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Retap Carbon Footprint
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Impact and savings
Independent research by Carbon Footprint Ltd. has shown that you can
save 30.2 kg of CO2 equivalent (CO2e) every year by using a Retap Bottle
05 instead of buying bottled water.

That saving in CO2e equals the production of 84 new Retap Bottles that
can replace even more plastic bottles.

Based on the carbon footprint of a Retap Bottle and a PET bottle, it
shows that when you refill a Retap Bottle two times, you already have a
lower impact than when drinking water from a PET water bottle.

Say no to plastic!

We offer companies a certificate with a calculation of the CO2 savings
they achieve by using Retap Bottles instead of bottled water. Contact
your preferred reseller for more information.

30.2 kgCO2e

0.358 kgCO2e
Carbon Footprint

This is the carbon footprint* of a
0,5 liter Retap Bottle.
* = includes all the carbon emmissions arising

during the lifecycle of the product.

Carbon Footprint

This amount of CO2e is saved
every year by using a 0,5 liter
Retap Bottle instead of a 0,5 liter
PET water bottle.
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Retap Printing Options
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Custom Retap Bottles
We print logo’s and often taglines or other design elements on the Retap
Bottles. It’s an elegant way of showing your awareness for health and
sustainability.

Custom-printed Retap Bottles are being used as a premium give away
for relations, as an employee gift for use at the office, as a speciality at
events and for many other purposes.

Since the bottle is made from high quality material with a high quality
and long-lasting print, it can be reused over and over again without
losing its value.

We gladly assist in creating a professional and satisfactory result. Please
contact your preferred reseller for more detailed specifications and
options in your country.

Silk screen print up to 4 colours or ‘frosted’

Dishwasher proof

Perfect colour matching with Pantone (PMS)

High level of detail

Print on front, back or around the bottle

Professional assistance
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Retap Packaging
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Single Box
Available in three sizes. Fits one Retap Bottle 03, 05 or 08 + one Retap Lid

Height:
Length:
Width:

03
05
08
75 mm. 90 mm. 96 mm. Material: Cardboard
217 mm. 242 mm. 280 mm. MOQ incl. print: 1000 pieces
138 mm. 130 mm. 146 mm. Printable area: fully printable

Double Box
Available in two sizes. Fits two Retap Bottle 03 or 05 + two Retap Lids

Height:
Length:
Width:

03
05
75 mm. 90 mm.
266 mm. 268 mm.
202 mm. 230 mm.

Material: Cardboard
MOQ incl. print: 1000 pieces
Printable area: fully printable

Gift Tube
Available in three sizes. Fits one Retap Bottle 03, 05 or 08 + one Retap Lid
03
05
08
Material: Cardboard, tin
Height: 180 mm. 225 mm. 248 mm. MOQ incl. print: 1000 pieces
Diameter: 75 mm. 84 mm. 93 mm. Printable area: fully printable
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Retap ApS
Praestegaardsvej 9
6534 Agerskov
Denmark
info@retap.com
www.retap.com

Facebook.com/Retap
Instagram.com/Retap_EU
Twitter.com/Retap_DK

